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ŠKODA reveals design sketch for the revised SUPERB
› New design details and technical features refine the profile of the ŠKODA flagship even
further
› Reworked SUPERB to celebrate its debut in May at the IIHF Ice Hockey World Championship
in Bratislava
› ŠKODA has been a sponsor of the World Championship since as early as 1993, and is using
the event for a product presentation for the first time
Mladá Boleslav, 7 May 2019 – ŠKODA reveals a design sketch displaying the first details of its
modernised flagship, the SUPERB. The world premiere of the reworked SUPERB family will
take place in the Slovakian capital Bratislava in May as part of the 2019 IIHF Ice Hockey World
Championship. ŠKODA has been the main sponsor of the World Championship since as early
as 1993, an impressive 27 years in a row, and is now using this international stage for a car
presentation for the first time.
The design sketch of the new ŠKODA SUPERB depicts clean-cut front headlights, fog lights with a
distinctive trim as well as the ŠKODA-typical radiator grille. The ŠKODA lettering at the rear instead of
the brand logo makes its debut in a SUPERB. As the flagship of ŠKODA’s model range, the SUPERB,
whose history stretches back as far as the 1930s, boasts the brand’s latest innovations in terms of
design, technology and functionality. The refined top model gives substance to ŠKODA’s aspiration to
offer vehicles of the highest quality that provide customers with an exceptional amount of space and
numerous features from higher-tier segments.
The top model with a long history
The story of the SUPERB as the ŠKODA flagship begins back in 1934 with the original SUPERB at the
plant in Mladá Boleslav. From 1947, ŠKODA produced the SUPERB as the first model at its Kvasiny
plant. The name SUPERB derives from the Latin word ‘superbus’ meaning exceptional, excellent, or
outstanding. After more than a 50-year break, the modern ŠKODA SUPERB seamlessly took up the
mantle of these characteristics in 2001. The modern SUPERB is now in its third generation and has
become just as popular among families and private customers as it is as a comfortable business and
fleet vehicle. In April 2017, the third generation of ŠKODA’s flagship model surpassed the mark of one
million cars produced. On ŠKODA Storyboard you will find an overview of all previous generations of
the SUPERB.
World record-holding main sponsor
As a dynamic, fascinating and down-to-earth sport, ice hockey is a perfect match for the Czech car
manufacturer and, in addition to cycling, forms a central pillar of ŠKODA’s sponsorship strategy. The
manufacturer has been the official main sponsor and vehicle partner of the IIHF Ice Hockey World
Championship since as early as 1993, and was even the official vehicle partner for the final rounds of
the World Championship in Prague and Bratislava in 1992. Now, in the Slovakian capital, the brand is
coming full circle by holding the first vehicle world premiere on the World Championship stage.
ŠKODA is now in its 27th year as the main sponsor of the Ice Hockey World Championship, making
this the longest sponsorship in the history of sport world championships.
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ŠKODA reveals design sketch for the revised SUPERB
The reworked version of the ŠKODA SUPERB features clean-cut
headlights with crystalline details as well as fog lights with a
distinctive trim.
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ŠKODA AUTO
› was founded during the pioneering days of the automobile in 1895, making it one of the longest-established automobile
companies in the world.
› currently offers its customers nine passenger-car series: the CITIGO, FABIA, RAPID, SCALA, OCTAVIA, KAROQ,
KODIAQ, as well as the KAMIQ and the SUPERB.
› delivered more than 1.25 million vehicles to customers around the world in 2018.
› has been part of Volkswagen Group since 1991. The Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful vehicle
manufacturers in the world. In association with the Group, ŠKODA AUTO independently develops and manufactures
vehicles, as well as components such as engines and transmissions.
› operates at three locations in the Czech Republic; manufactures in China, Russia, Slovakia, Algeria and India mainly
through Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine and Kazakhstan with local partners.
› employs over 39,000 people globally and is active in more than 100 markets.
› is pressing ahead with the transformation from a traditional car manufacturer to the ‘Simply Clever company for the best
mobility solutions’ as part of the ŠKODA 2025 Strategy.
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